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Issuance Platforms 
 

Issuance platforms offer services to issue different types of assets in the form of digital securities or                 
a security token. “For companies considering the issuance of security tokens, security token issuing              
platforms can be very promising and can ease various processes with respect to emission.” These               1

platforms are able to facilitate not only the creation and issuance of tokens, but also initial and                 
secondary trading, making them effective at fundraising. Some platforms are also providing every             
service through their partners rather than directly to the clients, while others are specializing in a                
specific service. As issuance platforms become more involved in the STO cycle, they have to ensure                
interoperability, or compatibility with other participants in the ecosystem, by creating tokens that will              
be accepted in the secondary markets. Although interoperability is not difficult to be fulfilled with the                
few active exchanges in the ecosystem, we can not guarantee the results if more exchanges enter                
the market. 
 
Current providers are covering a wide range of conventional assets ranging from equity, debt, and               
funds to real estate. At the end of 2019, there were 53 issuance providers with a majority of them                   
coming from the United States based on volume raised and country of incorporation. Ethereum was               
the most commonly used infrastructure but Stellar blockchain poses as a serious competitor. In              
terms of deciding the well-being of a platform, “the leading indicator for a company’s maturity in the                 
ecosystem is the amount of STOs it executed or is planning to execute.” However, few issuance                2

providers offer public information on raised funds and planned or executed STOs as there are only a                 
few active exchanges.  
 

1Gross, Jonas, and Philipp Sandner. “The State of the Security Token Ecosystem: Token Issuance and 
Primary Trading Platforms.” Medium, Medium, 21 Dec. 2019, 
medium.com/@jonas.ku1994/the-state-of-the-security-token-ecosystem-token-issuance-and-primary-tradi
ng-platforms-fc9acc19ac7b. 
2Sandner, Philipp, et al. “Conclusive Insights: The Global Digital Securities Ecosystem Study.” Medium, 
Medium, 22 May 2020, 
medium.com/@philippsandner/conclusive-insights-the-global-digital-securities-ecosystem-study-d8533f8e
97f3. 
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Secondary Exchange 
 

Secondary exchanges support the regulated trading of digital securities. However, the trading            
platforms are largely under development and are not currently operational, representing a large             
market gap in the ecosystem. “This is heavily influenced by the non-existent regulations regarding              
secondary trading of digital securities and the consequential prohibitions.” Despite the lack of             4

resources and platforms for the trading of digital securities, the good news is that “the first regulated                 
digital security exchanges are expected to go live in 2020.” Thus, we should be expecting to see                 5

considerable progress in this part of the ecosystem very soon. 
 

On the other hand, secondary markets are more geographically spread out on a global scale with a                 
few focal points. As the global leaders in finance and start-ups, the U.S., Germany, and Switzerland                
are leading the adoption of security token services with a high concentration of tokenizable assets.               
In addition, “digital asset-‘friendly’ jurisdictions like Malta and Switzerland are [also] European            
leaders” in the secondary markets.3 Secondary exchanges also offer a wide range of additional              
services such as issuance-, wallet-, and custody services with the last one being the most popular                
among the 53 existing exchanges at the end of 2019. Furthermore, as the graph below shows, the                 
target groups of secondary markets have an overwhelming majority focus on the retail industry,              

3“The Global Digital Securities Ecosystem.” Blockstate, 2019, blockstate.com/digital-securities-study-en/. 
4Sandner, Philipp, et al. “Conclusive Insights: The Global Digital Securities Ecosystem Study.” Medium, 
Medium, 22 May 2020, 
medium.com/@philippsandner/conclusive-insights-the-global-digital-securities-ecosystem-study-d8533f8e
97f3. 
5“Global Study of Digital Securities Ecosystem.” The Tokenizer, 1 Nov. 2019, 
thetokenizer.io/2019/11/01/global-study-of-digital-securities-ecosystem/.  
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winning institutional groups with 89% versus 11%. In conclusion, although the secondary exchanges             
show a void in the digital securities ecosystem, research and developments are underway with              
substantial promises in the North American and European region.  6

 

 
Source: BlockState  7

 
Custody Providers 
 

“A custody provider (custodian) is a financial institution that holds customers’ assets for safekeeping              
in order to minimize the risk of their theft or loss.” Custody providers also facilitate settlement                
services, act as recordkeepers, and handle foreign exchange transactions. Because custody           
providers are responsible for large amounts of monetary value, they usually tend to be large firms                
with recognized reputations. In the U.S., some of the largest custodian banks are the Bank of New                 
York Mellon, JPMorgan Chase, State Street, and Citigroup. Worldwide, some of the major             
custodians include Bank of China, Credit Suisse, UBS, Barclays, etc.  8

 
In the age of digital assets, custody is more complex. Similar to custodians in the traditional finance                 
sector, crypto assets custody can be defined as the “safekeeping, administration and safeguarding             
of crypto assets or private cryptographic keys used to hold, store or transfer crypto assets for                
others”. The fundamental function for digital assets custody is the safeguarding of private keys for               9

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum, and other digital assets such as security tokens. 

6“Global Study of Digital Securities Ecosystem.” The Tokenizer, 1 Nov. 2019, 
thetokenizer.io/2019/11/01/global-study-of-digital-securities-ecosystem/.  
7“The Global Digital Securities Ecosystem.” Blockstate, 2019, blockstate.com/digital-securities-study-en/. 
8Barone, Adam. “The Role of the Financial Custodian.” Investopedia, Investopedia, 18 July 2020, 
www.investopedia.com/terms/c/custodian.asp. 
9Werner, Swen. “What Is Custody of Digital Assets?” Global Custodian – The Leading Quarterly 
Magazine Covering the International Securities Services Industry, 16 Aug. 2019, 
www.globalcustodian.com/blog/custody-digital-assets/.  
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Currently, digital assets custody is categorized by three main approaches : 10

 
-   Hot Storage: Crypto custody with connection to the Internet (Online) 
Hot storage is known by the public as an online wallet. It provides more liquidity by enabling                 
accessibility and transactions of digital assets easily online. But, keeping private keys online can              
leave the wallet vulnerable to hacks and other security compromises due to online exposure. 
 
-   Cold Storage: Crypto custody with no connection to the Internet (Offline) 
Cold storage can be a USB or other hardware storage product, or simply paper copies that are                 
secured in a vault to manage private keys. The advantage here is tighter security, but this comes at                  
the trade-off of illiquidity in holdings because of the fact that this approach is offline. 
 
-   Multi-Signature: 
Multi-Signature requires more than one key to sign a transaction of digital assets. This is a new                 
approach of digital assets security that has a great possibility to reshape the financial industry in the                 
future. 
 
 

 

10Fidelity Digital Assets. “Custody in the Age of Digital Assets”, Oct. 2018, 
https://www.fidelitydigitalassets.com/bin-public/060_www_fidelity_com/documents/FDAS/custody-in-the-a
ge-of-digital-assets.pdf 
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Source: cointelegraph.com  11

 
“We expect continued growth in digital products and services, with many of them aimed at               
institutional investors. While this asset class continues to evolve, one constant is that the institutional               
adoption of digital assets depends on the arrival of professional custody solutions”. says Fidelity              
Digital Assets. Digital assets custody providers have gained increasing popularity as the crypto             
industry evolves. Many analysts and investors believe that a well-trusted custody provider will be the               
solution to institutional investors’ transition to digital assets. 
 
 
Investment Banks  

 

An investment bank is a financial intermediary. Investment banks, for the most part, “specialize in               
large and complex financial transactions, such as underwriting, acting as an intermediary between a              
securities issuer and the investing public, facilitating mergers and other corporate reorganizations            
and acting as a broker or financial adviser for institutional clients”. As asset digitization is becoming                12

mainstream, innovations in capital markets are no longer optional. In capital markets, new             
technological advances such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotic Process Automation (RPA),           
distributed ledgers (Blockchain), and cloud technologies are implemented to optimize front-, middle-,            
and back- office services. 

 
Not only focusing on innovations of traditional services, investment banks are starting to collaborate              
with fintechs in the digital assets ecosystem. The capital markets industry is in a transitional period                
where it is adapting to new technologies as well as inventing new business models and products.                
Many of the prominent capital market players such as Goldman Sachs, JP Morgan, and UBS have                
devoted entire departments to the analysis of cryptocurrency. “Our industry is going through a              13

transformational time, driven by competition, regulation and advancements in technology. As a            
leading global bank, we are committed to driving industry change by investing heavily in internal               
development, but also by collaborating with the talent of determined, young startups.” said Daniel              
Pinto, CEO of J.P. Morgan.  14

 

11Barde, Rohan. “Custody Services for Digital Assets: Everything You Need to Know.” Cointelegraph, 
Cointelegraph, 28 Sept. 2019, 
cointelegraph.com/news/custody-services-for-digital-assets-everything-you-need-to-know. 
12Hargrave, Marshall. “How an Investment Bank (IB) Works.” Investopedia, Investopedia, 12 Mar. 2020, 
www.investopedia.com/terms/i/investmentbank.asp. 
13Staffwriter. “Big Banks Are Starting to Enter the Cryptocurrency and Blockchain Craze.” Escape Artist, 6 
Apr. 2020, 
www.escapeartist.com/blog/big-banks-are-starting-to-enter-the-cryptocurrency-and-blockchain-craze/. 
14Pinto, Daniel. “Capital Markets: Innovation and the FinTech landscape.” Innovative Finance, EY. 
https://www.ey.com/Publication/vwLUAssets/EY-capital-markets-innovation-and-the-finTech-landscape/$
FILE/EY-capital-markets-innovation-and-the-fintech-landscape.pdf  
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Besides traditional banks, neo investment banks and crypto investment banks have also gained             
momentum recently. “Simply put, a Neo Bank is a new type of digital bank that exists without any                  
branches.” The crypto investment bank is a relatively new concept, but it plays the same role as a                  15

traditional investment bank. The difference is that crypto investment banks typically focus on             
blockchain and disruptive technology sectors. They provide due diligence and advisory on ICOs and              
other new crypto projects. Tokenization is the anticipated future where all asset types could be               
issued on blockchain and represented as digital securities. Crypto investment banks play a key role               
in the emerging ecosystem by offering a wide range of services such as fundraising, strategic               
financial advisory services, digitalization of financial assets and blockchain-based platforms          
(ICO/STO issuances and digital financial assets exchanges).  16

 
 

Types of Assets to be Tokenized 
 
REITs 
 
“REITs, or real estate investment trusts, are companies that own or finance income-producing real              
estate across a range of property sectors. These real estate companies have to meet a number of                 
requirements to qualify as REITs”. One of the main advantages of REITs is that they are publicly                 17

traded, making them highly liquid, unlike their traditional counterparts. Not only that, but their              18

investment purview covers the majority of real estate property types: apartment buildings, cell             
towers, data centers, hotels, medical facilities, offices, retail centers, and warehouses, to name a              
few. Another advantage of REITs is that they “ pool the capital of numerous investors”, much like                 19

mutual funds, making it “possible for individual investors to earn dividends from real estate              
investments without having to buy, manage, or finance any properties themselves”.18 
 
It should be noted that because these types of investment trusts have a closer relationship to the                 
stock market than traditional, direct real estate investments, their capability to diversify is sometimes              
taken into less consideration. Volatility in the REIT market has also been higher than in direct real                 
estate. “This is due to the influence of macroeconomic forces on REIT values and the fact that REIT                  
stocks are continuously valued, while direct real estate is influenced more by local property markets,               
and is valued using the appraisal method, which tends to smooth investment returns”.  20

15CrowdfundUP Team. “What Is a Neo Bank and How Are They Disrupting Traditional Banking Models?” 
Medium, ACRE Assets, 23 July 2018, 
medium.com/crowdfundup/what-is-a-neo-bank-and-how-are-they-disrupting-traditional-banking-models-3
c1b2fa5b8e1.  
16“Neo Investment Banking Firm, Blockchain, Decentralized Finance.” Chaineum, chaineum.com/. 
17Reit. “What Is A REIT?” Nareit, www.reit.com/what-reit. 
18Chen, James. “Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) Definition.” Investopedia, Investopedia, 30 June 
2020, www.investopedia.com/terms/r/reit.asp. 
19Reit. “REIT Sectors.” Nareit, www.reit.com/what-reit/reit-sectors. 
20Bladridge, Rebecca. “Add Some Real Estate to Your Portfolio” Investopedia , Investopedia, 30 April, 
2020, https://www.investopedia.com/articles/mortgages-real-estate/08/real-estate-mutual-fund.asp. 
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Another important point to touch on when it comes to blockchain technology in the real estate sector                 
is its transparency. This is a ledger that is publicly available, meaning that “investors have the                
information needed to invest more quickly and more confidently. The clarity and consistency of              
information here is paramount due to the fact that commercial property investing involves multiple              
parties.  21

 
Blockchain keeps data up-to-date and stores it, making it available for viewing at any time, and                
“creating what is analogous to a Carfax for commercial real estate properties”. This ledger can               
contain records such as “as title history, insurance claims, financial information, debt associated with              
a property, purchase agreements, brokerage agreements, rental contracts and (potentially) a           
plethora of other information previously unattainable or found from multiple disparate sources”.            
Each property is assigned a unique ID, and information is accessible via blockchain, which can be                
viewed and edited according to various permissions. This brings efficiency and security to asset              
information. That is, all parties have access to this center of tamper-resistant data. This integration                
allows multiple entities to access a tamper-resistant, single source of truth regarding the state of an                
asset. Greater visibility into real estate assets also grants property owners more confidence to lease,               
buy, build or manage properties. Information related to the supply, demand, and cost of real estate                
allows investors to properly assess and analyze the value of both the real estate asset itself and the                  
securities which rely on the real estate for their value. The implications of this transparent way of                 
documenting transactions can really act as a driving force for a borderless real estate market, where                
investors have more opportunities that are less daunting.21 

 
 
Funds  

 
Like the traditional real estate market, investment funds are highly illiquid, with transactions being              
very costly to initiate, and replete with various processes that slow down trading because of their                
lack of automation. 
 
This is where the concept of the tokenized fund comes in, due to the simple fact that it solves each                    
of the above problems because shares in a tokenized fund are traded on a distributed ledger.                
“Tokenized securities are centralized financial instruments using a decentralized infrastructure”,          
bringing issuers control of their tokens and investors impervious to loss of securities, regardless of               
access to their own wallet.  22

 
Onto the subject of barrier to entry, tokenized funds can alleviate this problem in multiple areas.                
Issuers can see their custody fees slashed and investors may not have to deal with them at all.                  
Investors can also expect less costs when doing direct, investor-to-investor transfers. The process             

21Smith et al. “Tokenized Securities & Commercial Real Estate” MIT Digital Currency Initiative, 14 May 
2019, 
https://mitcre.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Tokenized-Security-Commercial-Real-Estate2.pdf 
22Tokeny. “Tokenized Funds” Tokeny https://tokeny.com/tokenized-funds/. 
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of distribution in the primary market is faster, due to the utilization of standardization and digital tools.                 
This distribution can happen directly or through online marketplaces. Liquidity in marketplaces and             
exchanges is also improved on the secondary market due to interoperability on the chain. Also,               
because a tokenized fund is decentralized, investors can deal directly and “execute corporate             
actions”, without intermediaries. This solves the problem of information asymmetry and saves the             
agency fee.  
 
The compliance enforcement ensures that only eligible parties can join the trading. Since all the               
information is public, trading volumes and market liquidity will increase.  23

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

23Smith et al. “Tokenized Securities & Commercial Real Estate” MIT Digital Currency Initiative, 14 May 
2019, 
https://mitcre.mit.edu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Tokenized-Security-Commercial-Real-Estate2.pdf 
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